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White Widow Auto is an autoflowering version of the original White Widow genetics. It is famous due
its high THC and amazing coat of white shiny crystals. The strain contains 60% indica, 30% sativa and
10% ruderalis. The strain is easy to grow and suits even for beginner growers. The beautiful trichomes
and orange hairs cover the plant. White Widow Auto is an autoflowering version of the famous strain
that has White Widow genetics crossed with Lowryder #2. The variety has become popular due to its
powerful relaxing effect. The plant has a low growth and is perfect for secret growing indoors. The yield
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will be up to 500 g / m2 in 77 days. The THC level is 18%. #cannahoe #boutiquebongia #viral
#cannabiscommunity #cannabissociety #cannabis #gamer #gamergirl #pothead #potheadsociety
#710society #710 #cannagirl #weedporn #pweedgals #420 #420daily #everyday #fun #pretty
#cannamoms #bigtokes #letsgetit #bong





First grow from day 0, White Widow Auto parlourspear . White Widow Automatic . 10 comments · 3
months ago . 11 weeks . Meszaros Adam rahzellonce . ... Add White Widow Automatic Grow Diary . By
continuing to use the website or clicking Accept you consent to our cookies and personal data policy.
People love White Widow because it simply gets them high. It has higher than average THC levels but
doesn't lead to the couch-lock feeling that is less beloved. Side effects are mild, although also quite rare
altogether. White Widow Autoflower is also a favorite strain to grow, especially for people looking for a
smaller plant. This can be ...

Kush Sorbet � so stoked to try some of these strains that @highlandprovisions has been perfecting.
This one feels HEAVY with a great head high. Perfect to study and relax this weekend, I�m starting
this term right ?? click this

"White Widow Auto (1st auto grow)" cannabis grow journal. Strains: ILGM White Widow Autoflower
harvest12 by . Grow room Indoor, growing in Soil. Grow conditions, techniques, grower comments.
Sticking to a plan, sticking to an idea, sticking by someone, sticking to your word. Commitment is key
to a great life in ways that it shows you your own strength! It helps mold things into their �final
version� do you think we would be using our i phone 10s, 11s and such if someone DIDNT stay
committed to working hard and creating new products? Staying committed is hard work thats why we
speak about it! It is not easy doing the same thing again and again, especially without good results! And
on most things thats how life goes! But eventually if you STAY COMMITTED you will see your hard
work pay off???????? The classical and beloved White Widow has been upgraded to an auto version by
the Fast Buds team. We've been developing this old-school autoflowering strain for some time and the
results are amazing, you can expect to harvest up to 500gr/m2 of extremely dense silver coated buds in
around 9 weeks from start to finish.
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#cannabis #420 #thc #weedporn #terps #marijuana #weed #instaweed #kush #stoner #instagood
#photooftheday #beautiful #dankmemes #tbt #like4like #followforfollowback #picoftheday #follow
#resin #instadaily #repost #cannabiscommunity #flowers #thc #growthmindset A grow journal is very
much like an online diary. However, instead of keeping it a secret, growers share the journey of
cultivating marijuana with other like-minded people. Apart from sharing experiences, it is also a means
to seek guidance. Such was the case with ReMoLu when he grew White Widow Autos for the first time.
#DesertWindsSmokeshop #smokeshop #headshop #smoke #cbd #vape #vapeshop #glass
#cannabiscommunity #cannabis #weed #glassofig #glassforsale #headyglass #hightimes #dabs #hookah
#glassart #glasspipes #bongs #bong #life #vapelife #waterpipe #marijuana #weedstagram #pipe #hemp
#waterpipes #bhfyp click to find out more
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